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Abstract: In her article "Canon Formation and Children's Literature during the May Fourth Period" 
Chu Shen discusses the translation of children's literature as a site in which nationalism is mirrored 
and is in turn constructed. For the New Culturalists during the May Fourth Period (1915-1927), na-
tionalism was mirrored through a progressive cultural and literary agenda that included the translation 
of foreign literatures and hence contributed to canon formation. Shen's study refers to the importance 
of the study of translation with regard to topics of nationalism in the May Fourth period and it advanc-
es our knowledge not only about an important transitional period of modern Chinese history, but also 
about an often neglected genre and its cultural, literary, and ideological significance.  
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Chu SHEN  
 
Canon Formation and Children's Literature during the May Fourth Period 
 
Writing about nationalism during the May Fourth Period (1915-1927), Jerome B. Grieder sums up the 
crux of the problem: "Nationalism in the May Fourth era manifested itself as a concern for the invisible 
foundations of the social order, a problem of cultural identity at the level of both individual and collec-
tive self-consciousness" (209). Grieder understands nationalism as related to China's cultural identity. 
Despite their many differences in theorizing the nation, theorists allow for the primacy of culture in the 
notion of nationalism (see, e.g., Anderson; Gellner; Plamenatz; Smith). In the modern Chinese con-
text, the majority of scholars tend to associate the cultural dimension of nationalism with a conserva-
tive tendency: that which is culturally conservative is culturally nationalistic. "Cultural" nationalism, for 
them, translates into a loyalty to a nation's traditional culture which is seen as its symbol and lifeblood 
(see, e.g., Tao). This explains why research on cultural nationalism as it relates to China's radicalized 
and iconoclastic New Culture is lacking (for an exception, see Luo). I argue that cultural nationalism 
should not be equated with cultural conservativism. Instead, in early twentieth-century China, cultural 
nationalism could be understood as an approach that uses culture as a means to solve the nation's so-
cietal and political problems. In Western scholarship, for example John Plamenatz's conceptualization 
can lend us some insight: he wrote that "the desire to preserve or enhance a people's national or cul-
tural identity when that identity is threatened, or the desire to transform or even create it where it is 
felt to be inadequate or lacking" (45). The two possible manifestations of "desire" Plamenatz speaks 
about is perhaps nowhere more explicit than in the early twentieth-century China where the New Cul-
turalists, faced with a crisis, resorted to "transform" or "create" a new identity for China while their 
more conservative contemporaries sought desperately to "preserve" the traditional Chinese cultural 
identity. Seen in this way, it may be said that the two parties shared the same broad aims. What was 
different was how they believed their aims might be achieved. For the New Culturalists, the modernity 
they sought was predicated on the "importation" of Western thought including literature in translation 
(see, e.g., Liu). In their modernizing project, Shi Hu (1891-1962) and his like-minded colleagues 
adopted what Yu-sheng Lin identifies as a "cultural intellectual" approach in emphasizing literature as 
a vehicle for societal change (26-27). Translated literature thus took on an important educational and 
ideological function in the transitional May Fourth period. In particular European romantic and realist 
literature with its humanist and individualist ethos were popular among advocates of the New Litera-
ture movement who worked as intellectual-translators in 新青年社 (New Youth Society) and ⽂文学研究会 
(Society for Literary Research) established in 1920 to carry forward the tenets of the movement. Shi 
Hu, for instance, translated and interpreted Ibsen's A Doll's House to develop an ideal notion of indi-
vidualism. Xun Lu (1881-1936) and Zuoren Zhou's (1885-1967) contributions in both translation and 
theoretical work regarding the problematic of individual power and consciousness were also promi-
nent, which is partly attributable to their experiences in Japan where European Romanticism occupied 
center stage at the beginning of the twentieth century. Both Zhenduo Zheng (1898-1958) and Moruo 
Guo (1892-1978), despite their differences in the theory and practice of literature, embraced 
Rabindranath Tagore whose focus on the liberation of individuality was an important perspective both 
sought to emulate. 
The question then is as to how the "supremacy" of individualism conforms to and reconcile with 
New Culture nationalism? It seems to me that individualistic values never run counter to the discourse 
of nationalism, but in fact constitute a defining feature of New Culture nationalism. This could be seen 
as a radical statement, especially when May Fourth nationalism is too often held responsible for "jeop-
ardizing the project of enlightenment, of which individualism formed an integral part" (see, e.g., Liu 
83). The problem, as I see it, boils down to an arbitrary opposition established between nationalism 
and enlightenment in the early twentieth-century Chinese context, an opposition that sees the two as 
irreconcilable. New Culture nationalism, however, embodies important aspects of enlightenment ethos, 
although the meaning of "enlightenment" itself is subject to change in the Chinese context (see, e.g., 
Zhang). During the May Fourth period individualism as a discourse imported from the West was used 
as a convenient weapon to attack traditional Chinese cultural values the New Culturalists sought to 
obliterate, for these values established strict hierarchy within a society that required absolute loyalty 
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to the father, the husband, the emperor, and the monarchy at the expense of individual development. 
Xun Lu, in his 1918 short story "狂⼈人⽇日记" ("A Madman's Diary"), exposed the devastating toll this eth-
ic took on the individual. Yu Wu in his article "吃人与礼教" ("People-eating and Feudal Ethics") pub-
lished in 1919, followed on from Lu's story and lashed out at the ethic with historical facts. For the 
New Culturalists, these anti-individualistic values were taken to be the root cause for the nation's 
trauma. Individualism, in other words, was used to wage war on the traditional Confucian order, for 
the nation would not survive with Confucianism in the reign: "the survival of the established conven-
tional Confucian order as a total system" was no longer compatible with "the survival of China as a so-
cio-political entity" (Benjamin 100). Here, the question of individualism, in its decisive break with the 
past and with tradition, also brings out the temporal dimension of New Culture nationalism. 
The nation, however, was imagined not only in its temporal dimension, but also within the spatial 
dimension of the "world" in which China found itself. New Culture nationalism was by no means a nar-
row or parochial ideology concerned exclusively with the nation itself; rather, it carried some transna-
tional and cosmopolitan elements. When Zuoren Zhou advocated "人的文学" (humanist literature) his 
premise was "the love for humanity" (154). In "新⽂文学的要求" ("Requirements for a New Literature"), 
another foundational text in modern Chinese literature, Zhou states that the new literature, instead of 
being confined to a particular race, nation, locality, or family, belongs to the whole humanity (18-23). 
Literature, in other words, should be informed with a humanism that sees each individual human as 
transnational. At a time when China was so out of pace with the modern world, Zhou and others 
sought to find it a place through the humanist literature. In the aftermath of 1918, a critical discourse 
which had been fermenting over the years became entangled with New Culture nationalism to the 
point that one cannot speak of one without invoking the other. "世界主义" (shijie zhuyi; cosmopolitan-
ism), in the post-1918 environment, provided the theoretical basis for unleashing the human potential 
beyond the shackles of the nation-state. On the May Fourth literary horizon, cosmopolitanism was in-
evitably linked with the idea of world literature. Zhou's words in a 1923 essay entitled "旧梦" ("Old 
Dreams") lend much insight into this connection. It also suggests a fluid and reconcilable relationship 
between the local and the global: "People in our times have developed a self-conception of 'Kosmopo-
lites' in the revolt against the provincial statism … Unwilling to relinquish the cosmopolitan attitude, I 
am, however, more driven toward the local … I treasure local art and literature in the belief that 
strong local flavor is part and parcel of 'world' literature. The value of 'world' literature lies in its multi-
faceted flavors and tastes" (153). 
"World literature" as Zhou articulated it was very much the result of selection, translation, and 
compilation, and the nature of this "world" is immediately perceivable through literary translation. The 
"world" to which China turned was selective. It was a "world," but one that was perceived through na-
tionalistic eyes. In their selection of "world" literary texts, translators were aiming primarily for two 
types of texts: those intended to aid China's modernization, such as those from the West and Japan 
whose modernity China aspired to and the others were associated with the reaction against imperial-
ism. As a result, in addition to Indian and Irish, the literatures of other European countries including 
Polish, Hungarian, Czech, and Finnish were of interest to Chinese translators including Zhou. Strug-
gling under imperial power, Chinese intellectuals thus reached out to literatures of those countries 
which resonated with them (on this, see, e.g., Chen, Yugang). Hence my suggestion that by providing 
a relational perspective that links China with the "world" it encountered, the history and processes of 
literary translation would assist studies of early twentieth-century Chinese culture and intellectual his-
tory. In the same essay mentioned above, Zhou cited various examples of truly "humanist literature" 
including Ibsen's A Doll's House and The Lady from the Sea, Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, Hardy's Tess of 
the d'Urbervilles, and texts by Dostoyevsky and Tagore. Of note is that the woman protagonist in 
most of the works Zhou mentioned was indeed no coincidence. Rather, it revealed the importance of 
the question of the individual, in this case the woman, as part of the national question. As Joan Judge 
points out, in the nationalist agenda "the national question" and "the women's question" were con-
fronted simultaneously (765). It is clear that at a time when the cultivation of the individual was cru-
cial to the national cause and when "the line between academic and political education was impossible 
to draw" (Grieder 153), the fictional and real paradigm of the woman became an important factor of 
culture and nation and thus translated literature was envisioned as a tool to cultivate and construct 
the "new woman" of the emerging Chinese nation. In her book Tales of Translation Ying Hu traces the 
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production and circulation of Western women icons in the early twentieth-century Chinese context and 
unravels the dynamic historical forces which led to the fictional and translational re-workings of these 
women models: "As the voice of the foreign blends into one's own voice, the battle of nationalism is 
fought on the ground of language, ideological warfare displaced onto warfare over the proper medium 
for literature" (11). In The New Woman in Early Twentieth-Century Chinese Fiction, on the other hand, 
Jin Feng explores male writers' representations of the new woman and pays particular attention to the 
interaction between text and context, to the "social, historical and cultural intention which motivated 
the production of literary texts", revealing that the depiction of the new woman "was often tailored to 
fulfill a variety of explicit political ends" (16). Indeed, the figure of the woman was caught in various 
political agendas: the modernizing movement, the enlightenment project, and above all, the national-
ist cause. Thus in the Chinese case translated literature in the period discussed was established as 
pertaining to a specific canon different from that of the canon in the literatures of the West them-
selves. 
Alongside the woman, however, stands another figure that is often neglected by scholars of mod-
ern Chinese literature, namely the figure of the child. Like women, children were conceived as part of 
the national question. When he championed a humanist literature, Zhou indeed had both women and 
children in mind, the discovery of whom he saw as a natural extension of the discovery of the individ-
ual. Reforming the mind of children thus represented a crucial step toward reforming the individual in 
the transitional period of the early twentieth century. From a comparative perspective, children's liter-
ature usually assumes a greater educational role in societies which experience a phase of transition 
from traditional to modern (see, e.g., O'Sullivan 62). In the Chinese context, the education of children 
in fact relied more heavily on texts in translation, compared with the construction of the new woman 
that drew its inspiration from both Western and traditional sources. The reason, I argue, lies in the in-
ertia facing the transformation of China's culture as a result of the insidious, ongoing processes in 
which a national culture is transmitted and passed down from one generation to the next via different 
institutional and individual channels. To counterbalance the negative forces in cultural transmission, 
the figure of the child as a "blank slate" would naturally be the best site from which to start the pro-
cess of change and transformation. Andrew F. Jones, in his Developmental Fairy Tales, contends that 
educating the child, indispensable as part of the discourse of development, was "central to the ideolo-
gy of nation-building in Republican and post-1949 China alike" (104). In the late Qing period, efforts 
in translating children's literary works were beginning to pick up momentum. A majority of these 
works, however, were not necessarily translated with the cultivation of human-individuals out of chil-
dren as an end-goal. 十之九 (Nine Out of Ten), labeled a social novel, was exactly such an example. 
Some works, such as Lu Xun's translation of Jules Verne's Journey to the Center of the Earth which 
was done in classical Chinese, did indeed aim to reform and open up people's minds, they neverthe-
less did not necessarily target children as readership. In fact, with classical Chinese as the dominant 
translating language, children below school age were automatically excluded from readership. 
During the May Fourth period an unprecedented endeavor was launched by proponents of the New 
Literature movement that aimed to construct a genuine literature for children via the means of trans-
lation. The prominence of translation in this case was also partly enabled by the belief that translation 
could help create a vernacular language and literature in dire need and which would also be best suit-
ed to the ears and sensibilities of children (for how translation could be used to create a vernacular 
language, see, e.g., Qu and Lu). In their effort to transport specific genres of children's literature such 
as fairy tales, fables, and children’s plays, etc., the translators had specific images of children in their 
mind and unto whom they projected the hope of a better future for the nation. Indeed, as Jones puts 
it, the child had long been seen as an "object of ideological investment" (23). It is in their translated 
works and analytical essays that the ethos of New Culture nationalism can be both glimpsed and fur-
ther defined. In what follows, I outline a few defining features which can serve to illustrate the pro-
cesses of canonization during the period. The translators mentioned below—including Xun Lu, Zuoren 
Zhou, Zhenduo Zheng, and Dun Mao—are recognized in the Chinese context more as intellectuals and 
writers rather than translators. Their work in translation, however, paved the way for a modern Chi-
nese children's literature. Although starting from the early 1920s owing to changing national circum-
stances, their views regarding children's literature diverged into two different camps with Zhou and 
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Zhao continuing to embrace Western romantic notions of childhood while the others moved on to a 
more realist and politicized revolutionary agenda. 
If we observe closely the translators' prefaces and analytical studies written in the first years of 
the Republic, we notice a marked break with late Qing translations in two significant ways: first, ex-
plicit moralizing in an effort to consolidate feudal rule, which so typically infiltrated late Qing transla-
tions, were denounced, and second, any conscious adaptations to manipulate children's texts in ac-
cordance with sophisticated adult thinking were rejected. A notable example is the translation of An-
dersen's tales: the late Qing version 十之九 (Nine out of Ten) translated by Jialin Chen and Dadeng 
Chen was in classical Chinese. The texts were adapted and changed in such a way that, according to 
Zhou, no traces of Andersen were found. In his essay on the translation which was entitled "随感录 二
四'' ("Random Thoughts 24"), Zhou spoke out against the ruthless change of Andersen's child lan-
guage into rigid and monotonous texts perpetuated with moral teachings designed for adults thus 
stripping the tales of Andersen both the lively child language and ways of appealing in language to 
children. Analyzing the work of Zhou, Liqun Qian writes that the spirit of the children's minds and 
speech is ''a primal life force'' associated with nation building (158). Indeed, the cultural primordial 
was evoked to reject the moral high ground that was feudalistic and seen as an impediment in the cul-
tivation of free individuals for a new Republican nation. Zhou's "radical" reevaluation of Andersen's ta-
les, widely applauded by like-minded translators at the time such as Zhenduo Zheng, Dun Mao, and 
Jingshen Zhao, produced a transformative impact on the way fairy tales were to be translated and re-
ceived in the Chinese context. 
One of the most notable changes in terms of content was the inclusion of stories of talking plants, 
beasts, and animals and the celebration of the merging of the human and the animal world. This was 
again made possible by the gradual importation and establishment of the fairy tale as a genre in Chi-
nese children's literature. When it was first championed by Zhou, the fairy tale with its subversion of 
the hierarchy between humans and animals was opposed by Confucian adherents (see, e.g., Jiang 23). 
The simple act of "deconstruction" enabled by the fairy tale had the potentiality to shake Confucian hi-
erarchies to the core while introducing Western ideas of evolution and progress to Chinese children. I 
argue that in rejecting old moral codes, the fairy tales in fact helped construct a new form of morality 
considered necessary for the building of the modern Republican nation, a morality which was predicat-
ed not on the external sources of authority such as the emperor or the father figure as was the case 
with traditional children's literature, but on the thinking, reflective modern individual able to make 
moral judgments based on critical thinking abilities. Through vivid storytelling, translators of fairy ta-
les taught children the value of persistence, the importance of honesty, and the difference between 
kindness and evil. Zheng's translations serve as a good case in point as he would consciously insert 
brief educational remarks toward the end of the texts as a way to help children grasp the meaning of 
the stories. For example, in "两个生瘤的老人" ("Two Elders with Tumors") where the different fates of 
two old men are contrasted, Zheng added his own comments to reinforce the theme of the story. Alt-
hough translators such as Zhou would not have approved the act of intervention on the part of the 
translator, the fact remains that whereas the life of children was previously confined to the family and 
traditional schooling, fairy tales opened up the world for children and ushered in new possibilities of 
learning. With an increased emphasis on desirable inner human qualities, translated fairy tales en-
couraged the cultivation of the modern individual suited to the requirements of the modern Republican 
nation. 
In the nationalist climate of the late Qing and early Republican period, science assumed an im-
portant place in the project of national salvation and thus science fiction acquired enormous popularity 
with intellectuals such as Xun Lu who "maintained that "科学⼩小说" (science fiction) could open the Chi-
nese people's mental horizons and propel social and intellectual evolution" (Wang 252). Lu himself 
translated Verne's science fiction which prioritized "science" rather than "fiction." Yet, the quest for a 
scientific worldview did not fully emerge until the May Fourth era (see Furth 62). A unanimous empha-
sis on imparting scientific knowledge was embraced by translators of children's literature during the 
May Fourth period resulting in the popularity of science stories for children. Zheng, who served as the 
editor of 儿童世界 (Children's World) in the early 1920s, was intent on incorporating scientific material 
in his journal: "We feel that not enough scientific knowledge is being imparted to children … What we 
need to do … is to open children's eyes to scientific knowledge in a way that stirs up their interests" 
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(Children's Literature 86). Zheng himself translated "The Tree-Dwellers" by K.E. Dopp, a long interest-
ing story about pre-historic human life. Throughout the translation, he made adjustments to the text 
which provided background scientific information for the Chinese children who were lagging behind in 
their acquisition of knowledge about nature and life. Zuoren Zhou embraced and disseminated 
knowledge of natural science by translating stories about the natural world such as the works by Jean-
Henri Casimir Fabre. Dun Mao, an important ally of Zheng in ⽂文学研究会 (wenxue yanjiu hui; Society 
for Literary Research), an organization crucial to the development of a new children's literature in Chi-
na, began his literary endeavors by translating science stories, most notably of which was 衣食住 (Food, 
Clothing, and Shelter) (1918), a book-length translation about the beginnings of human life. In the 
numerous translated myths and legendary tales published in Children's World in the beginning of the 
1920s, Mao made an effort to insert explanatory remarks where necessary—about the causes of natu-
ral phenomena or the origins of life, etc.—so that children might pick up scientific knowledge while 
having fun with the tales. 
An interesting combination of the heroic and the ordinary stands as another enchanting character-
istic of May Fourth translations of children's literature. With the imperative of nationalism, the popular-
ity of heroic tales—usually in the form of myth and legend—seems self-explanatory. Both Zhou and 
Zheng for example were known for translating Greek mythological tales. Characters such as Hercules 
and Prometheus gradually became familiar figures of hero to Chinese readership, children and adults 
alike. In his late years, Mao recalled a successful speech to middle school students that highlighted the 
story of Prometheus (The Road 302-03). I suggest that the preference for hero stories during the May 
Fourth period carried forward the romantic ethos of the late Qing period when both Lu and Zhou cele-
brated heroic individuals from foreign cultural and literary sources, not just through their polemical 
writings but also through translated works, as revealed by metatextual material accompanying their 
translations (see, e.g., Lu 9; Zhou 3). It is only understandable that in the imagining of the link be-
tween children’s agency and social transformation, hero tales would be called upon to teach children 
the value of hardships and endurance that were meant to develop in children qualities perceived es-
sential for China's nation-building endeavor: courage, confidence, integrity, and inner strength. It is 
important to recognize, however, that alongside tales of heroes there was also the simultaneous cele-
bration of the life and the world of ordinary people. The protagonist in Lu's 小约翰 (Little Johannes), for 
example, is an ordinary child. The story narrates his life adventures as he faced the harsh realities of 
the world. Intellectually curious and passionate, little Johannes cherished hopes in times of uncertain-
ties and never gave up faith. Eventually, he found meaning in serving the greater good of those 
around him. Like little Johannes, protagonists in children's stories depicted by translators such as Mao 
and Zhao might be ordinary people, but they have a positive attitude towards life and great emotional 
strength that gains them the respect from readers. The interesting mix of due celebration of the life of 
ordinary people and passionate eulogy of heroic figures is thus an important phenomena in the May 
Fourth children's literature and this illustrates the tensions inherent in the construction of the modern 
individual for the new Republic. 
In addition to the points mentioned above, there was also a consistent emphasis on conveying ar-
tistic beauty. Whereas traditional children's literature were meant to teach children how to follow and 
obey to meet the requirements of the Confucian order, translators during the May Fourth period were 
interested to develop an appreciation of artistic beauty in children. This awareness was manifested in 
different ways: in addition to conveying inherent artistic beauty texts, both Xun Lu and Zhenduo 
Zheng were intent on using beautiful sketches or drawings to accompany their stories. An interesting 
characteristic of Zheng was the large number of drawings which appeared alongside the tales. Both 
Zheng and Xin Bing praised magical artistic beauty and the range of noble human emotions embodied 
in Tagore's poetry and Bing's own numerous writings for children were indebted to Tagore's Stray 
Birds. Indeed, the May Fourth translators and writers eulogized in a sentimentalist fashion not only the 
beauty and innocence of the child's heart, but also the value of natural emotional experience which 
was literally absent in the conception of children's literature in traditional Chinese society. Sentimen-
talism, a defining feature of the emergence of the modern individual, was also instrumental in nurtur-
ing children in May Fourth China. It seemed, therefore, that for literature to carry out its utilitarian 
function of social change, one crucial intermediary step was to cultivate individual souls and for the 
nation to prosper, children must be the first to be elevated to a state of modern culture. It is also in 
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the task of cultivating the individual—a theme so central to New Culture nationalism—that the enlight-
enment imperative of the New Culturalists was made the most apparent. It was supposed to be a 
gradualist, incremental process until changing circumstances in the mid-1920s turned most intellectu-
als revolutionary again. 
It could not be overemphasized that the "transnational" character of New Culture nationalism pre-
sented itself in translated children's literature as a cosmopolitan consciousness made possible by a 
profound "love for humanity" which Hao Zhang identifies as something close to a "new religion" and 
by the recognition of the noble emotions innate in each human being on earth. What Zheng writes 
about Tagore sums up the crux of the paradox for children's literature advocates: "Love for mankind 
and the advocacy for national liberation co-exist peacefully … There is no contradiction between the 
two" (107). Here we detect a reconcilable relationship between love for one's own nation and love for 
humanity. Both Hao Zhang and Zhitian Luo called attention to the interesting coexistence of national-
ism and cosmopolitanism in the May Fourth era. Luo also went a step further to analyze Hu's national-
ism which he maintained was deeply mediated by cosmopolitan thinking. It seems to me that this par-
ticular nationalism was indeed shaped and defined by a cosmopolitan consciousness which gave it an 
open, embracing quality that characterized and at the same time justified much of its agenda, the 
most representative of which I contend was literary translation, and translated children's literature 
was an ideal site in which we can begin to examine this cosmopolitan consciousness. The complexities 
of the Chinese intellectual landscape condition the vastly different manifestations of nationalist senti-
ments. For the New Culturalists, nationalism was mirrored through a progressive cultural and literary 
agenda. And I maintain that the role of translation should never be overlooked for it both reflects and 
constructs the nation/individual/world triad which is crucial to an understanding of New Culture na-
tionalism and even modern Chinese intellectual history. That literary translation is still given short 
shrift in current studies of nationalism on a political and intellectual level—even during a time when 
the social function of literature was most prominent—testifies to the reluctance to cross-disciplinary 
boundaries and to adopt relational perspectives which are in dire need in the humanities. Starting 
from the 1920s, ideological splits deepened among the New Culturalists. Hu and the like-minded con-
tinued to insist on nation building through culture and literature, but politics-minded intellectuals were 
more prone to engage directly with politics. The picture of nationalism became even more complicat-
ed, at least temporarily, until escalating political crisis compelled even the most cosmopolitan-spirited 
intellectuals such as Zhou to resume a nationalist stance. 
 
Note: "Canon Formation and Children's Literature during the May Fourth Period" is a revised version from Chu 
Shen, Between Nationalism and Cosmopolitanism: Translation of Children's Literature in Early Twentieth-Century 
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